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Why? 

 Inter-personal contact is important:

 It facilitates collaboration with partenaires/colleagues

 Could lay foundation for other collaborations

 It helps to internationalise UNamur campus

 It allows you to make new connections and 

acquire know knowledge/technologies for your 

own reserach. 

 It also helps with your personal development 

(languages, etc) and will improve your CV. 



1. Erasmus+ Staff Mobility

 A. Teaching Mobility (for academics)

 Exchange visit must happen at one of the 200+ 

Erasmus+ partners of UNamur

 Duration between 2 and 14 days

 Travel grant depending on distance (entre 180€ et 

1500€)

 And daily allowance (between 140€ et 180€)

 Possibility to do 4h of teaching per week of 

combained with « training mobility »

 More information: 
https://www.unamur.be/en/international/enseignants

https://www.unamur.be/en/international/enseignants


1. Erasmus+ Staff Mobility, cont. 

 B. Training Mobility (for academics, 

researcher and administrative staff)

 Exchange can take place at partner university or in 

private sector. 

 Duration between 2 and 14 days

 Travel grant depending on distance (entre 180€ et 

1500€)

 And daily allowance (between 140€ et 180€)

 “Training” can consist of, job-shadowing, exchange of 

good practices, workshop (no conferences) or simply 

collaboration

 More info: 

https://www.unamur.be/en/international/chercheurs

https://www.unamur.be/en/international/chercheurs


2. Erasmus+ International Credit 

Mobility

 Competitive call each year for university partners 

outside of Europe

 Student (3-12 months) and staff scholarships (5-30 

days) INs and OUTs

 Special budgetary windows by geographic zone

 More information:

https://www.unamur.be/international/erasmus/ka1

https://www.unamur.be/international/erasmus/ka1


3. Mobility Projects WBI

 Competitive calls on an annual or bi-annual basis. 

 Generally by geographic zone (Latin America, Asia, 

etc), or by country (Tournesol (France) or Romania, 

for example), or by study cycle (Doctoral world 

excellence fellowships)

 Scholarships consist of travel grants and daily 

allowances

Information/calls are published on
https://www.unamur.be/international/appels

https://www.unamur.be/international/appels


4 Others

 Asem-Duo (ARES): 

 Competitive call every year to stimulate collaboration 

between Wallonie and Asia (for academics)

 Bilateral exchange of 1 month (or two times 14 days)

 Scholarship for travel and living expenses

 Fulbright: Doctoral students/post-docs and academics 

IN and OUT. Very competitive. We invite Fulbright staff 

to give seminar at UNamur when call is announced. 

 Others: that arrive from time to time and are published 

on website and communicated to the target audience at 

Unamur (scientific and academic members



Contact:

 Coordinateur Service des Relations 

Internationales:

 Henrich.brunke@unamur.be

(Rue de Bruxelles 53, 081 72 4008)

mailto:Henrich.brunke@unamur.be

